
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

5 a.m.    Depart from Bangkok to Trat Province It takes about 4-5 hours of travel time. 

10 a.m.  Arrive at Trat Province, take you to Laem Sok Pier. 

10:45 a.m.  Arrive at Laem Sok Pier Take you by ferry to Koh Kood. 

11:35 a.m Arrive at Koh Kood, located in the Trat Sea. It is the last island in the waters 
of the Gulf of Thailand on the east coast of Koh Kood. It is the second-largest in Trat after 
Koh Chang. Koh Kood also has attractions with sandy beaches and crystal-clear emerald 
waters that have been dubbed the "Andaman of the Eastern Sea". Ideal for People who love 
to travel and relax in the middle of nature. Koh Kood is still in a state of being completely 
natural with mountains and plains, ridges. It is the origin of the stream, causing the island to 
have many waterfalls. In addition, Koh Kood also has many tourist attractions. Those are 
sandy beaches and clear waters. Where tourists are popular for vacation, there are also rich 
mangrove forests and coral reefs.  

  

At noon Have lunch at the restaurant. 

Day 1 Bangkok - Trat - Laem Sok Pier - Koh Kood - Khlong Chao Waterfall - Khlong Chao 

Beach (-/-/-) 

 



 

In the afternoon Take you on a 
journey to Klong Jao Waterfall or 
Than Sanuk Waterfall in addition to 
being a beautiful waterfall. That is 
famous for Koh Kood. It is also a 
historically important waterfall for the 
people of Koh Kood. It is said that 
whoever goes to Koh Kood and does not 
go to Klong Chao Waterfall is the same 
as not reaching Koh Kood. Khlong 
Chao Waterfall is located behind 
Khlong Chao Bay. West of Koh Kood 

Next to Khlong Hin Dam Pier and Ao Tapao This beautiful, year-round waterfall is a 
medium-sized waterfall. The height is about 10 meters. There is a stream flowing through the 
cliff into a wide basin in front. Khlong Chao Waterfall has 3 levels, with the top-level being a 

rocky stream. The ground floor is a stream from 
a large waterfall suitable for swimming. In 
front, there is a large stone inscribed with the 
monogram "Wor Por Por".  Then take you to 
see the beauty of Klong Chao Beach, a 
white sandy beach contrasted with clear blue 
water. The number one recreation place 
where people like to do activities such as 
walking, sunbathing, or kayaking. Observing 
from the beach, there are many 
accommodations and restaurants for tourists 

visiting Koh Kood. Because in addition to being 
a beach with many activities to do. It is also one of the most beautiful sunset viewpoints. 

In the evening Have dinner at the 
restaurant. 

8 p.m.   You check in at Ana-Lay 
Resort or equivalent. Invite you to pack your 
luggage into your room and relax at your leisure.
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

In the morning Have breakfast at the resort 
restaurant. After breakfast, bring everyone to enjoy 
snorkeling activities to admire the beauty of the 
underwater world and a swarm of colorful fish. 
Allowing you to see the perfect nature of the sea. 
Another popular activity on Koh Kood is kayaking. The 
nature under the sea here is still perfect. And the water 
is so clear that even if you are paddling, you can see 
beautiful fish swimming past you. Anyone who wants 
to swim in the sea can jump from the boat and swim. In 
addition to seeing the beauty of the sea, it is also good 
exercise.  

 

At noon Have lunch at the restaurant. 

In the afternoon Should bring everyone 
back to the accommodation giving everyone 
the freedom to relax, take a walk on the 
beach, etc. 

In the afternoon Have dinner at the resort 
restaurant. After having dinner Invite 
everyone to stay and relax at your leisure. 

 

 

 

 

In the morning Have breakfast at the resort restaurant. After the meal, you are free to 
indulge. fresh atmosphere Then you pack your luggage for Check Out from the resort and 
prepare to return to the shore. 

At noon Take you on a ferry to travel back to Ban Laem Sok Pier. 

12:50 p.m.  Arrive at Laem Sok Pier, bring everyone to have lunch at the 
restaurant. 

Day 2  do diving activities. Kayaking and the freedom to relax (-/-/-) 

Day 3 Ban Laem Sok Pier – Laem Ngop Lighthouse – Nat Restaurant Seafood Souvenirs - Bangkok (-/-/-) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 



 

In the afternoon Take you on a journey to see Laem Ngop Lighthouse. People come to 
check-in and take lots of pictures whether with the lighthouse itself or with the eastern end 

sign Because it symbolizes that you have reached the 
end of the eastern region, then there is a monument of 
King Rama 5 for you to visit worship and there are also 
many beautiful photo spots, such as street art with 
colorful patterns on the building on the floor in the 
parking area. 

Then take you to buy souvenirs at Nat shop, seafood 
souvenirs. 

 

3:15 p.m.  Take 
you from Trat back to 
Bangkok which takes 

about 4-5 hours. 

7:30 p.m.   Arrive in Bangkok  

 

 

Service Rate 

 Price. - 

Starting Price/person 7600.- Baht 

 

 

 

This Service Fee Includes 

- Room service charge 

- VIP air-conditioned vans (sightseeing according to the program) 

- 1 bottle of drinking water/day 

- Entrance fees to places specified in the tour program 

- Tour guide throughout the trip 



 

              - Travel accident insurance expenses according to the policy medical expenses in the 

amount of 500,000 baht per person or cause of death, the limit is 1,000,000 baht per person 

according to the conditions of the insurance company. which does not include health insurance. 

              - Insurance coverage for COVID-19 according to the policy, medical expenses up to 

30,000 baht/person, covering both Thais and foreigners aged 1 - 75 years within 30 days from 

the date of departure. according to the conditions of the insurance company This does not 

include deaths from COVID-19. 

- Meals as listed in the itinerary 

- Standard hotel accommodation as specified in the list (2-3 persons per room) 

 

This Service Rate Does Not Include 

- Minibar in the room (if any) and personal expenses other than those specified in the 

list 

- Meals for vegetarians, vegans, or Muslims 

- Additional entrance fees for foreigners based on actual payment 

- Fees in the event of baggage that exceeds the weight specified by the airline or the 

baggage exceeds the standard size. 

               - Van booking fee 

               - fuel tax that the airline will charge more After the company has already issued air 

tickets. 

               - VAT 7% and withholding tax 3% 

               - Tip the driver and guide 300 Baht per person 

 


